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Color Play: Embroidery & Yokes
Explore color in this story about spring hues utilized in either 
embroidery on knitted fabric or stranded colorwork yokes. Keep 
the color palette fresh and light and the colorwork intuitive and 
appealing for the modern knitter. For this story, we’re looking for 
garments and accessories for women.  

Flowing & Feminine 
Silk, mohair, linen, and lace—this story is about dreamy, feminine 
accessories. Think about modern lace and uncomplicated, 
graceful, attainable accessories (shawls, scarves, and stoles) that 
dress up a casual outfit. 

THE IMPRESSIONIST ISSUE   

Fresh, Floral & Feminine.

For the Spring 2019 issue of Interweave Knits, we are looking for fresh, floral, and feminine garments and accessories for women and 
ultra-wearable sweaters for men. This issue is inspired by the Impressionists—Monet, Degas, Van Gogh, Renoir, and Cassatt, to name a 
few. Draw inspiration from their mastery of color and technique to create knitwear that allows for free movement and exudes a sense of 
lightness. Remember, a Knits design is one that challenges, educates, and excites the knitter but for which the pattern is efficient and 
practical. A Knits design respects and celebrates other times, other styles, and other cultures. A Knits design is sophisticated, rich, allur-
ing, and timeless.

Each issue of Interweave Knits offers a cohesive collection of designs organized around a strong narrative thread. Consider the themes 
below as prompts; let them serve as a way to get thinking. But most of all, I want to see what you’re excited about. For tips and specific 
requirements, please review the contributor and submission guidelines: http://www.interweave.com/knitting-submission-calls/. For 
further inspiration, check out our Pinterest mood board here; links are also embedded in each prompt title below. 

Thank you, 
Meghan Babin, editor
meghan.babin@fwmedia.com
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The Sweaters We Live In
This story is about the sweater we reach for every day. We all have 
that sweater—the one we wear when we get home from work, on 
the weekends, and on vacation. It might have cables, or it might 
be a tunic with texture, or it might be a grandpa-style cardigan; 
whatever your dream sweater looks like, this is the story for it. We’re 
looking for both women’s and men’s pullovers and cardigans. For 
the guys, make sure it’s a classic that he’ll wear until it disintegrates. 

Speckled Yarn
Speckled yarn is trendy and pairs perfectly with our Impressionist 
theme. Play with speckled yarns in simple pullovers and cardigans, 
light spring hats, socks, cowls, and other accessories. Speckled 
yarn lends itself well to brioche and slip-stitch techniques that 
create surprising and visually compelling fabric. 
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